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In the initial report of Habitat, Morningstar and Farmer (1991) also reported
as follows: the most important factor to form a cyberspace itself is users' interactions
1

See also http://www.bio2.edu/.

Earth, by the way, is Biosphere
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Discussion
As we described, PAW^2 has very limited social functions for supporting

user's creative or cultural activities. In such a sense, PAW^2 world looks like the
pre-Stone-Age world, which had almost no tools. Nevertheless, as described in this
thesis, we observed that several unique social phenomena arose: many communities
with various features were formed, various user events were hosted, original rules
were established, and users skillfully took advantage of PAW^2's social
infrastructure to improve their life in PAW^2. In particular, in the user events, we
observed that users skillfully utilized the limited PAW^2's functions to hold their
events. Also, users applied PAW^2's social infrastructure in their own ways, which
we (PAW^2 builders) had not imagined, to improve their lives in PAW^2. For
example, handle name system for announce short messages to unspecified users. In
the sense of the improvement of their lives by users in PAW^2, we can recognize
that users are trying to form their own culture in the virtual society.
PAW^2 users were observed to establish their own way to enjoy life in
PAW^2 while using several functions of PAW^2 in combination for a long time. For
example, after chatting with a certain user, some PAW^2 users played with their
personal agents, participated in an event, or wrote in-world mail until they could
find other users to talk with. We can see here their creation of a "life style" in the
virtual environment. The life style also influences those of other users. For example,
"Flower Garden Plan" event and its mail reporting the results of the event is a good
example (Section 5.3.2 (3)). We can see here that a useful creative positive feedback
loop is being established and the virtual world itself is functioning as a kind of
medium. User events also produce a feedback loop and are important as user content
to make a self-sustaining virtual society. To enhance the loop, it is useful to provide
functions that help users to hold user events, such as a function to create special
items for the events, add a script to them to carry out event-specific behavior, and
arrange them in the PAW^2 world. As we observed in unique user activities in
web-based PAW^2 magazines, some advanced users were publishing their own
articles or stories in the virtual world (Section 5.3.2 (2)). The content itself is based
upon interviews with other PAW^2 users, their activities in PAW^2, user events, or
happenings in PAW^2. This is another good example of users finding their own way
of enjoying PAW^2 and then their activities become new content.
To expand these cultural or creative activities of PAW^2 users to create a
richer culture and content, the underlying system needs to provide more flexibility
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and functions to enable the users to create culture or develop content by themselves.
However, the big issues here are security and morals about the functions. As we
described in this thesis, some anti-social behaviors occurred even in a society like
PAW^2 which did not provide much flexibility compared with real society.
Conversely, we need to consider that the flexibility that is provided by the system
has a strong possibility of being used for anti-social behavior which the flexibility
makes possible. This is a kind of a double-edged sword in terms of culture formation
or creative activities in the environment and we need to deal with it carefully. It is
because, as we described in Section 5.3.2 (8), most users are very sensitive to such
anti-social behaviors.
To prevent such anti-social behaviors, the functions provided by a virtual
society should be socially acceptable ones and they should support a
socially-acceptable interface described in Section 4.7.8. In addition, it is important
to design the socially-acceptable functions from the viewpoint of recipients in
interaction, such as the mute function or function to pass objects (Section 4.7.8). The
mechanism for unshared information proposed in (Matsuda, 2001) is also a useful
tool for designing socially-acceptable functions (see also Section 7.5.8). Meanwhile,
we can extend the mechanism of avatar to prevent such behaviors by changing
avatar's behavior according to the context or situation in a MUSVE. Currently, the
avatar is a "direct" proxy of user and the user's operations to her avatar are
"directly" converted into her avatar's behaviors in a MUSVE. Therefore, for
example, a user can throw her personal agent's dung both at recycle boxes and at
other users (Section 5.3.2 (8)). These behaviors should be changed according to the
context in the virtual environment. For this purpose, we can introduce a kind of
"behavior interpreter" module between user's operations and her avatar's behaviors
(Matsuda, 2001; Matsuda 2002). The interpreter can detect the context or situation
in a MUSVE to stop anti-social behaviors by "not" converting user's operations
directly into her avatar's behaviors. We will describe this idea in Section 7.5.8.
We believe that anti-social behaviors should be dealt with by the underlying
system as much as possible and should not be occurred by technical means.
However, some problems that cannot be dealt with by the underlying system may
occur depending on the social system provided to users. In the near future, in
addition to the technical development to prevent anti-social behaviors, support from
the system administration side may also be needed, especially in the initial stage of a
self-sustaining virtual society. For example, adequate checks on user identity at the
time of registration, logging each user's activities, and introducing some kind of user
surveillance mechanism (e.g. a police force) to fix "broken windows" in a virtual
society. The "broken windows" indicates light crimes in a society (Kelling et al,
1997). Kelling and others suggested in their "broken windows" theory that the best
way to prevent crimes is to prevent the disorder that precedes them, such as graffiti,
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panhandling, uncollected trash and unrepaired buildings. We also may be able to
apply this theory to a virtual society. In terms of provision of a police force, for
example, MUD supported the privileged users called "wizards" or "gods". They
have permission to limit the freedom of the user who caused a social problem. Curtis
(1996) reported that this approach was useful to prevent social problems.
However, essentially, the main thing is to educate users about the virtual
society and the education which should be carried out in the real world. For
example, users should consider the question: "The virtual world is a public place
opened to anyone like a park in the real world. How should you behave there?"
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7.5. Other Research Topics
Research on a personal agent‑oriented virtual societyinvolves many Issues
beyond those describedinthisthesis. Finally, we describe some plans for our future
works. This is considered in tens of: vi血al society middleware, extension of a

personalagent, researchframeworkfor physical personal agent, support for
e‑commerce in avirtual society, support for personalvirtual societies, asynchronous

interactions with a virtual soclety,mixed realityand tlbiqultOuS computing, and
̀bnshared" shared virtual environment.

7.5.1 Virtual society middleware
Several

functions described in this

thesis constitute components of

middleware for realizlng a Virtual society. Based upon our experience on
implementation of CP system and PAW<2 and Its Operation over the btemet, we

foundthat amiddleware lS Important tO real1Ze a Virtual society from bothuser's and
developer's perspectives. We

also have developed PAW^2

based upon our

middleware that was in tum based upon AO to realize a virtualsociety. Most
content‑dependent血皿Ctions are implemented using the middleware. It glVeS a

fundamental to "Virtual Society Middleware." Virtual Society Middleware is a
bunch of libraries that enable world developers to easily build a virtualsociety. It

also allows users to organize social activities and to easily live in a vlrtual society.

It consists of the following three types ofmiddleware: in‑worldmiddleware,
inter‑world middleware,and outer‑worldmiddleware. Figure 7. l shows architecture
of these middleware.

(1 ) In‑worldmiddleware:allows world developers to lmPlementfunctions
inside a virtual world. It provides libraries for llSer management, Clock

lnter･World
MiddleVVare

Outer‑VVorkJ
Midd始Ware

蛋
Figure 7.1 An architecture of Virtual Society Middleware
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system, object management, barter system, scene management, in-world
communication systems, and so on. This middleware is of prime
importance to provide social and environmental infrastructure of
MUSVEs.
(2) Inter-world middleware: allows world developers to implement functions
among multiple virtual societies. In simultaneously providing multiple
MUSVEs that have some relationships among them, developers use this
middleware to implement several functions supporting activities carried
out between the worlds. This middleware provides libraries for some kind
of RMI (Remote Method Invocation) function from one MUSVE to
another, inter-world communication systems (e.g. inter-world mail
system, pager, and phone system), an inter-world object delivery system
that enables users to send an object from one MUSVE to another, such as
a courier service or postal mail system.
(3) Outer-world middleware: allows world developers to implement
functions to control or manage MUSVEs from the outside. This
middleware provides libraries for administration of MUSVEs (e.g.
managing users or checking the status of CP bureau/AOs/database which
manage the MUSVE), displaying urgent messages to CP browsers (users)
accessing the MUSVE, controlling in-world functions, and so on. It also
provides remote control tools based upon these functions.
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To make a personal agent-oriented virtual society like PAW^2 more
attractive and to enrich its user interface, it is important to enhance the user interface
of a personal agent. We consider that there are two approaches: enhancement of the
personal agent's natural language interface and linking the personal agent with the
real world.
As described in Section 4.7.3, a personal agent supports a limited natural
language interface extended upon ELIZA. Even if it provides the limited functions,
we have observed that the natural language interface seems to be attractive to
PAW^2 users (Section 5.2.2). In addition, this interface is especially efficient in an
environment like PAW^2 where many mediums complexly exist. This is because it
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is impossible to add all functions into a GUI such as a control panel. As the
following step, it is important to enhance the natural language interface of the
personal agent by using A.I. technology. We can introduce various applications using
this interface. They include education of a personal agent, sending a message to
other users via a personal agent, and an interface to on-line services such as weather
information in the real world.
We can see that one of approaches to make a personal agent more friendly to
users is to link the personal agent with a pet robot (e.g. SONY "AIBO") (Fujita et
al., 1998) in the real world. In other words, the pet robot is treated as an "agent"
(proxy) of the personal agent in a virtual society. We can introduce various
applications with this combination approach. For example, the personality of a
personal agent in a virtual society can reflect to a pet robot. Similarly, the
information retrieved by the robot in the real world can reflect back to the personal
agent in the virtual society. In addition, this approach allows a user to pass the
personality of her personal agent to another user's one as if she placed her "real" pet
to a friend in the real world. The friend can download the personality into her pet
robot in the real world. The robot can have a shared experience with the friend and
reflect back to the original personal agent. The original agent will talk about the
experience to her owner as if people were talking about their experience on a trip
(e.g. "I had an interesting experience with your friend" or "I saw a beautiful scene in
Hokkaido").
As another approach for introducing a personal agent into the real world, we
can utilize AR technology to merge the "virtual" personal agent directly within the
real world (Section 7.5.7).

7.5.3

Support

for real-world

personal

agents

As described in the previous section, recent robotics technology

allows

people to personally hold a pet robot, such as AIBO. AIBO (Fujita et al., 1998) is an
entertainment pet robot with ability to communicate with its senses, such as touch,
sight, hearing, and balance. It can communicate with people by using behaviors and
sound. Currently, such pet robots mainly support a functionality to interact with
people as a pet and have not assisted people like a personal agent in PAW^2.
However, robotics technology and agent technology will be able to realize a
personal agent with a physical body in the real world in the near future. We call such
a personal agent "real-world personal agent". The real-world personal agent needs to
interact with the real world or access the owner's personal information to take
appropriate actions to assist the owner.
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We believe that MUSVEs can be utilized as a software framework for
research on such real-world personal agents. In particular, social MUSVEs (virtual
societies) can act as a simulation of the real world. In the real world, it is hard to
access information about the environment. Ubiquitous computing (Weiser, 1993) can
provide the solution. However, in a virtual society, a personal agent can easily
retrieve and take advantage of information about the environment and the owner's
personal information to support her. We can also provide multi-user interactions to
the personal agent to simulate a similar situation in the real world.
In MUDs, i.e. text-based virtual environments,

Doyle and Hayes-Roth

(1997) introduced the idea of "annotated environment" to allow a personal agent to
learn about the environment in the same way a user would. World builders can add
annotated information (e.g. name of place and its functions) to the environment and
the personal agent can retrieve the information. In PAW^2, a personal agent can
easily access her owner's information to decide her behaviors. However, PAW^2's
infrastructure does not provide a uniform interface to access the information about
the virtual environment itself This interface should provide information in two
ways: (1) A personal agent actively uses the interface to retrieve the information. (2)
The virtual environment itself pushes the information to the agent according to the
context in the environment (e.g. location), if necessary. By using the mechanism of
interaction between AOs, we can realize these functions.
The most important feature of this approach is that we can easily control the
scalability of information provision to a personal agent. The dynamics of the real
world are unpredictable and a real-world personal agent could receive noisy input
from the environment. In her initial learning, the personal agent does not need to be
given all the details of its environment. We can start by intentionally restricting the
information in a MUSVE for specific purposes of research on a real-world personal
agent. Based upon the result of the initial learning, we can relax the restriction
seamlessly in the same MUSVE.
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A solution for the first problem would be to provide a cash-based payment
method like bank transfers or pre-paid type electronic money 1.The second problem
could be solved by providing a virtual society-oriented or object-oriented sales
method. Figure 7.2 shows an example. In the figure, when a user (refer as "user A")
shows an item, by using a right hand, to other user (refer as "user B") in a virtual
world, user B can purchase the item immediately on the spot by clicking it. This is a
method which combines user's social interaction in a virtual society and a purchase
system. This approach is also socially-acceptable (Section 4.7.8). As another
example, users can purchase items immediately by clicking them on their
advertising boards while in the virtual world.
We believe that offering a variety of attractive purchase methods is important
in a virtual society by taking advantage of its characteristics, i. e. the freedom from
the constraints of the real world. We believe that it is also the most attractive point in
the case of using a virtual society as a distribution medium of virtual objects.
In addition, we could introduce a new type of C2C (Customer to Customer)
business model based upon virtual societies. For example, one of the models is to
share the revenues between users and service provider by selling items created by
them in a virtual society and collecting the sales commission from the revenue of the
items. We consider that this type of business model will make a virtual society more
active and attractive.
We will also further investigate other content payment methods, the pattern
of user purchase behavior and the life cycle of goods in a virtual society by
gathering statistical information about the purchase behavior and user activities
related to the goods. In our opinion, further experimentation into the e-commerce

Figure 7.2 Example

for virtual society-oriented

sales

method.

For this purpose, "WebMoney" is available in Japan. See http://www.webmoney.ne.jp/(in
Japanese).
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7.5.5

Support

social life within a virtual society is a rich area

for personal

virtual

societies

We can allow individual users to host their own virtual societies based upon
CP system and PAW^2 system. As described in this thesis, one CP bureau supports
one thousand users simultaneously. It means that, for example, we can realize twenty
separate small scale virtual worlds with fifty users in a single CP bureau. If each
world is located more than the size of user's aura away from the other worlds, the
users in one world are unaware of other worlds (Figure 7.3). This approach also
allows users to easily teleport to other worlds, for example, by using functions like
"Meet" function in a name card system (Section 4.4.1).
We can apply the PAW^2 system described in this thesis to these multiple
small worlds to realize multiple small PAW^2 worlds. These worlds are equivalent
to the multiple islands in PAW^2. This approach allows the users in each world to
utilize PAW^2's social infrastructure as if they were in a single PAW^2 world. We
can extend the Universal AO to display the list of the multiple worlds when a user
accesses them. After selecting the target world from the list, the Universal AO
locates the user to the world. Each small world should be manages by AO ("PVS
AO" in Figure 7.3) to prevent unauthorized users from entering the other small

Figure

7.3 Personal

virtual society
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architecture

worlds. To increase the number of the worlds, the WLS (Section 3.3.5) can provide
the solution.

7.5.6 Asynchronous
society

interactions

with

a virtual

Recent computer and network technology allows people to access the
Internet from mobile devices, such as cell phones or PDAs. Furthermore, recent
3DCG technology enables these devices to display 3D virtual worlds on their
screens 1. These technologies allow people to access a virtual society from anywhere.
These environments allow people to access a virtual society not only
synchronously but also asynchronously. In the synchronous environment, of course,
we can provide a virtual society that allows them to directly access from the mobile
devices. These environments will lead to the mixed reality environments described
in the next section. In the asynchronous environment, we can provide the following
three interactions to users: communication with in-world communication systems,
interaction with a personal agent, and passing items to other users.
In the first case, a user can communicate with in-world communication
systems from her mobile devices. For example, the user can send an in-world mail to
her friends in PAW^2 from the Internet as if she were sending an e-mail to her
friends. We can realize these communications by introducing the gateway system
which mediates between the in-world communication
communication systems.

systems and the Internet

We already described the second case in Section 7.5.3.
In the third case, a user can download the item IDs (and their bitmap data)
that she holds in PAW^2 and the number of the items into her mobile device. Then,
she can pass some of the items to other users by using a local connection. After
receiving the items, the recipient can upload them into a PAW^2 database.
To realize these last two cases, we can easily extend the User Object or
Agent AO (Section 4.7.2) to download/update the data from/into PAW^2 system.
However, we need strict management in the following processes to protect the data
in user's mobile device: download the data from PAW^2, pass the data to other
users, and upload the data into PAW^2. For this purpose, we need to have security
features such as encryption to realize these asynchronous interactions in both
communication between PAW^2 system and the mobile devices and communication
between devices. Where money is involved in the transaction, a tamper-resistant

1 http://www.access.co.jp/english/press/030214.html
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MUSVE is a technology for realizing everything within the computer
system, i. e. within the virtual environment. For example, users and objects exist
within the environment and user activity and communication also take place through
them within the environment. Realizing a virtual society within the computer system
is an important research topic. However, we have another approach to extending a
new type of virtual society into the real world by realizing virtual avatars, objects,
and also a personal agent within the real world.
AR technology (Bajura et al., 1992) can break down the boundary between
"real" and "virtual" by overlaying the real world with information and virtual
objects. This technology also allows introduction of virtual avatars and objects into
the real world. It enables each participant in the real world to share the same real
world environment via a HMD (Head Mounted Display) with the avatars accessing
the environment remotely. Furthermore, the same virtual objects or personal agents
in the environment can be shared among them. In terms of interaction with the real
world objects in the environment, ubiquitous computing (Weiser, 1993) can provide
the solution. The distant users represented by these avatars can also share the same
environment realized in a MUSVE system remotely via a computer display or
HMD. They can see the participants as an avatar in the environment.
In the environment, for example, you can communicate with the distant users
at a street corner in the real world as if they were standing there. The idea is also
mixed reality. We can combine both results of research on mixed reality and
MUSVE to realize a new generation of MUSVE mixing real and virtual.

7.5.8

"Unshared"

shared

virtual

environment

As described in Section 2.1, MUSVE systems have already been explored in
a number of experimental research platforms. However, in the majority of cases the
works have been confined to realization of strict "shared" virtual environments. Or,
most works have focused on the environment achieving "what you see is same as
what I see": actions that occur in MUSVE must be propagated to all users sharing
the environment (Section 3.6.1). So "shared-ness"
research issue in the previous works.

has been the most important

However, as described in this thesis, we found that "unshared-ness" is also
useful in MUSVEs. It positively achieves "what you see is different from what I
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see". This environment allows you to see a red ball which other users see as a white
ball. We have already introduced this mechanism of unshared information In PAW^2
system (Matsuda, 2001). For example, a personal agent often gives a hint to her
owner in PAW^2's events. This behavior should be unshared between her and other
users surrounding her."Mute"
function (Section 4.7.8) and "invisible human"
function (Section 5.3.2 (8)) are also good examples of this mechanism. The common
important point among these examples is "its syntax is not shared but semantics is
shared". We can extend this idea to bridge the cultural gaps between people sharing
the environment. For example, the syntax of beckoning gesture is different between
Japan and United States (Williams, 1998) but its syntax is same. The mechanism of
unshared information can provide the solution. As described in Section 6.6, we can
utilize the idea of "behavior interpreter" of avatar not only to prevent anti-social
behaviors but also to bridge this gap. In terms of prevention of anti-social behaviors,
we may extend the behavior interpreter into a kind of "conscience" mechanism of
avatar, which we already have in our mind. The user of this avatar with the
mechanism needs to keep the avatar's conscience.
This is an area which has begun to be explored by us and others (Matsuda,
2001; Greenhalgh et al., 2000). This idea can also be applied not only to MUSVEs
but also to all distributed shared communication environments including MR
environments.
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societies

of information
distributed

together.
as new

shared

Finally,

interaction

communication

8. Conclusion

In this thesis, we proposed and evaluated a new approach to supporting
social activities via computer technologies and computer networks. First of all, we
designed and constructed a "CommunityPlace" system for realizing 3D MUSVEs
over the Internet. We used the system to design and construct a personal
agent-oriented virtual society "PAW^2" that allows many people to organize
multi-user social activities in the virtual environment. Next, we exposed the PAW^2
into the Internet and then conducted experiments based upon the environment to
evaluate a virtual society. We evaluated PAW^2 from the following viewpoints: its
design policy, user profile, user activities and social activities taking place in the
environment, and e-commerce and business model through the environment. As we
described in this thesis, we have observed that initially most users were accessing
PAW^2 simply to enjoy the service provided by the system but its personal agent
and social infrastructure gradually encouraged them to organize social activities in
the environment. After that, they have formed communities, hosted their own events,
and organized creative/cultural activities to enrich their life and the environment.
These results illustrate that we have achieved a first step toward our goal to extend
3D MUSVE into a virtual society. In this chapter, we summarize the contributions in
this thesis.
We proposed a new distributed system framework for realizing 3D MUSVEs
based upon the WWW architecture. One implementation of this framework consists
of a distributed system platform: CommunityPlace. It supports a CommunityPlace
browser, a CommunityPlace bureau, and an AO. The CommunityPlace system is a
natural extension to the WWW system and enables world developers to construct 3D
MUSVEs easily and seamlessly fit them into the Internet environment. It also
enabled the MUSVE to extend itself dynamically by using shared applications called
"AO" without stopping the service. In addition
, the system allows AO to execute in
a different computer where CommunityPlace bureau is running. This model also
allows separation between server (bureau) manager and service providers and
provision of secure MUSVEs. The system supports both client-server
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system and

peer-to-peer system and artifact-based AOI (Area Of Interest) algorithm to enable
many users to access the environment simultaneously. With a dummy user
application, we showed that one thousand users can access the environment
simultaneously.
Based upon the CommunityPlace

system, we designed, implemented, and

evaluated a 3D virtual society: PAW^2. In addition to functionalities of existing
MUSVEs, PAW^2 provides a social and environmental infrastructure where each
user has her own personal agent and ability to organize social interactions. We
showed the design policy for realizing a virtual society, its framework, and
implementation. The PAW^2 system consists of individual AOs representing objects
in a virtual society and their managers. The AO maintains the functions and local
consistency of the objects. Each manager maintains global consistency of the AOs
managed by the manager. We evaluated the policy and PAW^2 by exposing the
environment into the Internet. It allowed all Internet users to access PAW^2 freely.
Within the initial 8 months, PAW^2 achieved more than 30,000 registered users with
hundreds of simultaneous user accesses and thousands of accesses. In addition, the
results of the questionnaire and database analysis about PAW^2 showed that we had
successfully introduced a personal agent into the 3D MUSVE and realized a 3D
virtual social space over the Internet.
We analyzed user activities and social activities taking place in PAW^2. In
terms of user activities, we evaluated usage patterns and user's motivation to access
PAW^2 using the statistical information on user activities. We extended the system
to log user activities automatically and used statistical methods to analyze the data.
The results showed that the most frequent user activities were basic system functions
plus activities picked up by user's observing other users' behaviors. The trend
analysis of user activities indicated that the rate of heavy users was independent of
the previous PAW^2 experience and the combinations of user activities changed
gradually. We learned that a personal agent had a significant impact on first-time
users and then user activities gradually shifted to communication and events and
games-related activities. In terms of social activities, we clarified social phenomena
and the anti-social activities observed in PAW^2. In these observations, we found a
kind of cultural/creative activity formed on the basis of PAW^2's functions, that we
never anticipated, and primary positive feedback loops to enrich the environment
itself. PAW^2 is functioning as a kind of medium for these phenomena/activities. We
compared our observations with other virtual worlds and found some commonality.
These results show that initially most users were accessing PAW^2 simply to enjoy
the service provided by the system but they have gradually organized the unique
social/cultural phenomena and creative activities in PAW^2.
We proposed a new business model based upon a virtual society and a
framework of e-commerce extension to a virtual society based upon the model. We
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actually extended PAW^2 to support the model and evaluated it by using the
environment. Our underlying hypothesis for this evaluation was that defining the
meaning or value of a virtual object in a virtual society makes it possible for that
object to be successfully sold for money like real goods. We carried out the
e-commerce experiment in selling a virtual object for real money based upon the
hypothesis for two months. The results showed that the hypothesis was successfully
supported. A comparison between the results of this experiment and those of an
investigation on user purchase behaviors for digital content showed that although the
sales figures were similar for the two, user purchase behavior in PAW^2 has room to
increase the number of buyers. The results also showed a business potential for
agent technology-based B2C business.
Finally, we proposed the notion of a self-sustaining virtual society as the next
generation of a virtual society. This would allow users to create culture and content
of their own and provide various positive cultural/creative feedback loops to enrich
the environment based upon the content. The self-sustaining virtual society can
extend the environment in a natural self-sustaining way. Based upon the results
described in this thesis, we consider that a 3D virtual society on the Internet has
enough potential to develop its own culture/content and sublimate it into a
self-sustaining virtual society by enhancing the loops. The notion of a self-sustaining
virtual society is important in realizing the next generation of more attractive
user-oriented virtual societies.

Previously, Asimov (1994) has created "Three Laws of Robotics" as a way
of governing the behavior of the robots in his SF stories. Based upon our experience
of operation of PAW^2, we propose the following five design policies for building a
virtual society:
・

・

Introduction of an (personal) agent to help people to join the society
seamlessly and mingle with others.
Introduction
to organize
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Introduction

of a social
social
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to allow

people
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of a function

to encourage
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to
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・
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allow
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shared
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A peaceful

Research

on

scene

of the world

user
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form/develop
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to promote

and

the

a harmonious

methodologies

environment.
to

allow

users

in a virtual
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is also important
to build
works could lead to studies on cultural
anthropology
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to
a

or sociology in a cyberspace ("virtual cultural anthropology" and "virtual
sociology") and establish a new academic discipline in the existing computer
science. We believe that a virtual society itself will become the next generation of
user interfaces not only for Internet but also for broadcast media.
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such drag.
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(2) If you have been moved too close to the house, press the down-arrow key a
few times

to move
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If the cursor happens to be placed on certain objects while you are traveling
through the world, it may change to hand cursor. This cursor shows that the object
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Note: The actions of objects vary depending on how the creators of the
virtual world designed them. Clicking an object such as an automobile, may start it
moving. An object such as a radio may start playing music and a taxi may take you
for a ride.
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Step 7. To warp to another world (Activating a link)

If the cursor happens to point to certain objects while you are traveling
around the world, the cursor may change to the hand cursor with "URL". This
indicates that objects have links to other virtual worlds. The following function
allows you to travel between the worlds.
(1) When you place the cursor over the ventilating opening on the house, the
cursor changes to the hand cursor with URL. The link address will be
displayed around the bottom of the Community Place Browser window.
(2) Click the left mouse button. The link is loaded, and you are transferred to
the other virtual world.
(3) To return to the original world, press the Back button of Community Place
Browser.
Note: Objects on which the cursor changes to the hand cursor with URL are
not always linked to other worlds. They can also be linked to a HTML document. In
that case, the contents of the HTML document will be displayed in Netscape
Navigator.
Step

8. Changing

the

navigation

mode

In the virtual world, you get a choice of navigation modes. You can select
your desired navigation mode with the Navigation Mode button (each icon
represents one of 4 modes) or with the Navigation Mode items in the Options
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walking around in the virtual world, and not to the objects within it.
2.

3.

Examine mode: Objects can be seen from various angles in this mode.
You can turn an object by dragging it with the left mouse button pressed.

Fly mode:

This mode

is the same

are free from the force of gravity.
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In the virtual world designed for multiple users, you can still use the
movement functions (e.g. traveling around in the space or moving swiftly towards
an object) as explained in the earlier sections. The only difference is that the Avatars
(representations) of other users will also be traveling around the same shared world.
Certain objects have pre-programmed "actions" in the shared virtual world,
too, however in many cases, they are shared by multiple users. For example, the
"Circus Park", the shared virtual space presented by Sony, may change the colors
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window.
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Mute

function

Your message can only be seen by other users who are in your proximity.
This has two advantages.
(1) First, this avoids the need to display all the messages received from all over
the world, in your chat window. This would be confusing in a crowded
world.
(2) Second, if you want to chat in privacy with a few people, all you have to do
is to go to a quiet corner and stay away from other users. Now you can rely
on Community Place Browser to keep your privacy.
If other users come close to you, however, they can hear you. To avoid this,
use the personal chat function.
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Personal

chat

function

While keeping the Shift key pressed, place the cursor on the avatar with
whom you wish to chat privately. If the cursor changes to look like,
the personal

chat function

with him/her.

He or she might, however,

you can use
turn down your

offer.
The personal

chat request will pop up a small chat window which is used to

display your one on one chat messages.

You can also store and edit the personal

chat

log by using the chat log menu.

Fig: Personal

Action

function

panel
You can express

the Action
"action"

chat

panel.

Note:

To locate

caused

which

button.

with

the buttons

Your Avatar

will

can be seen by other people

start

on
an

who can see

by pressing

the buttons

will

vary

depending

on

the world.

the

radar

other

users

Select

the Smile

your Avatar

world.

actions

designed

Displaying
use the radar.

virtual

by animating

press

like it is smiling,

The

how the creator

feelings

For example,

that looks

you in the shared

your

the Radar

in the shared
Map

virtual

item from

Fig: Displayed
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radar

space,

it is recommended

the Multi-User

menu.

that you

A cross-shape

radar appears on the upper right of the screen. You are just at the center of the cross.
The others users around you are indicated with red dots.
Displaying

the

names

of other

users

You can list the names of other people around you within the shared virtual
space.

Click

Multi-User
selecting

the button

window,

the triangle

and all the names

The

Listing

number

of users

names

displayed

within

will be displayed
and the number

the

the shared

of names

listed

users

right

virtual

in the list. This means

located

world.

of the
Only

virtual

button

the names

that the number

are not necessarily

of the
By

to the person with that name.

in the shared

side

at the bottom

near you will be displayed.

be teleported

of other

on the

mark

of people

a name, you will automatically

Fig:

number

with

world

indicates

the

of people

near you

of people

sharing

total

the world,

the same.

Modifying the avatar (Representation)
Select the Select Avatar ... item from the Multi-User menu of Community
Place Browser. All the available Avatars will be listed. Select your desired Avatar
and click the [OK] button. The selected Avatar now represents you and will be seen
in other users' browsers. You can also change its color by using Edit Avatar... within
the same menu.
Note:
worlds.

Again,

Automatic

You

may

it depends

not

be able

to

change

on how the creators

disconnect

the

designed

Avatar's

color

in some

virtual

the world.

function

If you don't move, or chat, for a certain period of time, the connection from
your computer to the multi-user server will be automatically disconnected (10
minutes with the Circus Park). If you are away from the computer for a while, and
want to stay connected, choose Sleep from the [Activate/Sleep] button located on
the upper right of the Multi-User window. Press [Activate] when you return. In the
Circus Park, for example, if you click the [Sleep] button, your Avatar appears to be
sitting down to the other uses. If other Avatars are sitting, you will know that their
[Sleep] buttons were pressed. Even with the [Sleep] button pressed, the connection
will automatically be disconnected for the Circus Park if you do not interact with the
space for 60 minutes.
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Appendix

B.

E-VRML

Specification

B.1 Introduction
Following is a list of nodes that constitute our extensions to the current
VRML 1.0 standard. We extended VRML 1.0 about scripting, object attributes and
sound features.
There
SporadicTask

are
node,

AmbientSound
is removed

seven

extension

nodes

PeriodicTask

node.

Notice

node,

for

node,

CalendarTask

that "fields"

from the following

it: Script

node,

field is necessary

descriptions

EventHandler
Attributes

in extension

node,

node,
nodes

and
but it

for simplifying.

B.2 Scripting
There
SporadicTask

are

seven

node,

extension

PeriodicTask

nodes
node,

for

it: Script

node,

and CalendarTask

EventHandler

node,

node.

Requirement
・

・

Syntactic

extensions

defining

functions

Basic

task support:

basic tasks:

to VRML:

and registering
VRML's

event handler,

syntactic

are

necessary

nodes

should

task, sporadic

support

the following

task and calendar

・

Naming 3D objects and accessing methods to them from scripts

・

Libraries for manipulating 3D objects
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for

tasks.

scripting

periodic

extensions

task.

・

Multiple

scripting

language

support:

there

are many

script

languages

in

the world: e. g. TCL, python and java. VRML's scripting nodes should be
language
・Inline

independent.
scripting

Syntactic

is necessary.

extension

Five node types are necessary for the scripting extension to VRML: Script
node, EventHandler node, SporadicTask node, PeriodicTask node and CalendarTask
node. The first one is for defining functions; others are for registering them to
objects.

Defining
This

functions
node

PeriodicTask

nodes

nodes.

Script

node

script

function

B.3

defines

a procedure

and

CalendarTask

can specify

can be specified

Registering

EventHandler

for EventHandler

inline

nodes.
script

This

nodes,
node

does

in the procedure

SporadicTask
not affect
field.

More

nodes,
any other
than

one

in the field.

Tasks
node

This property node defines an event handler. It is called back from a browser
when an event that matches the eventType occurs on the object.
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About "scriptType", see "Multiple scripting languages example". The script
type INLINE can be used for describing a simple method directly. The script type
"C" can be used only for specifying the built-in C libraries (see B .8).
The EventHandler procedure is called back from a browser in the following
form:
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In this example,

Sporadic

Task

This node
specified

time

millisecond,
the time

the "change̲color"

function is defined in the Script nodes.

node

defines

expires,

a sporadic

task.

and the task

userData,

function,

It is called

is removed.

and

scriptType.

back

from a browser

when

This node

has five fields:

filename,

The

"millisecond"

field

the

specifies

when the task is executed

The SporadicTask procedure is be called back from a browser in the
following prototype:
void SporadicTaskProc(VsObj *obj, VsEvent *event, VsString userData);
PeriodicTask
This
periodically
SporadicTask

node
node

defines

when

the

node

a

specified

periodic
time

task.

It

expires.

has. The task is stopped
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when

is

called

This

node

the function

back
has

from
the

returns

a

same
TRUE.

browser
fields

as

The
following

PeriodicTask

procedure

is

be

called

back

from

a browser

in

the

prototype:

CalendarTask

node

This node defines a calendar task. It is called back from a browser when the
specified date comes, and the task is removed. This node has five fields: filename,
date, userData, function and scriptType. The "date" field specifies the date when the
task is executed (e. g. "Jun 15 15:51: 16 2995").

The
following

CalendarTask

procedure

is

be

called

back

from

a browser

in

the

prototype:

Method
A tiny
node,

language

SporadicTask

describe
according

some

simple

can be embedded

node,

PeriodicTask

methods.

to the node type.

in the
node,

The methods
For example,
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"function"

and

field

CalendarTask

also are invoked

of EventHandler
node

by events

directly
or messages

to

In this example,
It is not necessary
the following
・set

when

to specify

syntax

user clicks
scriptType,

the cube, its diffuse
because

can be used for describing

RESERVED‑WORD

INLINE

color

is default

is changed
script

type.

to red.
Only

method.

CONSTANT

RESERVED‑WORD:
diffuseColor,
・load

transparency,

ambientColor...

URL

B.4 Object Attributes
Attributes

node

Attributes node defines the object name and its attributes. The "name" can be
accessed only in scripts. Although VRML 1.0 supports DEF keyword for naming
node, the names do not have to be unique. It is difficult to use for accessing objects
in scripts.
The name must be unique between top objects and its sub objects.
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Note:

Solid,"backface"

ShapeHint."assigned"

B.5 Node

should

and

"gouraud"

fields

should

be

the

fields

of

be "shared".

Scope

The above nodes affect to the object which comes after it in the declaration
order. In the following example, the second cube does not have event handler.

B.6 AmbientSound

Node

This property node defines an ambient sound source. If user enters the
bounding cube of it, it plays sound automatically and adjusts its volume according to
a distance between the node and user.
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B.7

Scripting

Examples

In the following

examples,

sharing

example

In the following

example,

Script

Attaching

two

In the following

event
example,

we suppose

that content

two event handlers

handlers
two event
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of "change.

tcl" likes this:

share the same script.

example
handlers

are attached

to the same cube.

When
released,

user presses

that of cube

Multiple
second

following

cube has PYTHON

Built-in

C function

If a browser
specified

is changed

scripting

In the

button,

the color of cube

to red, then button

is

to blue.

languages
example,

is changed

the

support
first

event handler

cube

to change

has

example
TCL

event

handler

and

the

their color.

example

has a built-in

function

"change_color",

like the following:
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an event

handler

can be

Multiple

events

In the following
KEY

Inline

example
example,

a cube

has the same

DOWN.

scripting

example
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event

handler

for GRAB

and

Appendix
VRML

C.

Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) is 3D file format designed to
create 3D virtual worlds for delivery over the Internet. The language used for text
documents in the Internet is Hyper-Text Markup Language (HTML). VRML can be
thought as a 3D version of HTML and is being standardized by the International
Standards Organization (ISO). The latest version of the standard is know as
VRML2.0 (VRM971) and has been adopted by most major VRML browser and tool
vendors.
VRML2.0 described 3D worlds from a series of transformation node, i. e.
spatial position marker. Each node can contain sub-nodes forming tree (called
"scene graph"). VRML2.0 provides a set of geometry nodes (box, sphere, etc.),
property nodes (color, texture, etc.), grouping nodes and special nodes (camera,
light, etc.). In addition, it supports multimedia nodes which enable ambient sound or
spot sound and video. Each node type has a fixed set of fields, i. e. attribute of the
node. Fields may contain various kinds of data and one or many values. Each field
has a default value.
Figure C. 1 shows the example of a red sphere. The first line indicates the
version of VRML. Shape node (line 4) defines a 3D object (red sphere). It supports
two fields for describing its attributes, i.e. attributes of the object; "appearance" field
(line 5) and "geometry" field (line 8). In this example, the geometry field specifies
Sphere node to describe a sphere. The appearance field describes its color (i. e. red,
"100" in RGB format) by using Material node (line 6). Transform node (line 2)
defines the transformation of the object described by the Shape node.
VRML2.0 also adds a mechanism to associate a programming language
fragment with 3D scene objects. The mechanism consists of four sub-mechanisms;

ISO version

of VRML2.0
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Figure

C. 1 A red sphere

sensor, event, routing and script. The sensor is the mechanism to detect external
events and convert them to the internal VRML events. For example, VRML2.0
supports a TouchSensor to detect user's mouse operation to 3D objects associated
with the sensor and generate internal VRML events. The event is the mechanism that
passes information between nodes and goes so by using a routing mechanism. The
target for routing events may be graphical nodes, or more typically, script nodes.
When the events are routed to a script node, the associated program is executed and
passed an events send to the script node. The program can then generate new events
that are passed back to the script node. These events may then be routed to other
nodes and change the scene graph (for example, changing color of 3D objects or
moving them). Currently either Java or JavaScript is available as a scripting
language.
Figure C.2 and Figure C.3 show the example which changes the color of
sphere from red to blue by using Java as a script language. Figure C.2 describes a

Figure

C. 2 A red sphere
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with script

world and Figure C. 3 shows the script bound to the world.
In Figure C. 2, "DEF" defined the name of a node (line 4) and "ROUTE"
defines a route for passing event (line 20). When the user clicks the sphere, the
TouchSensor (line 4) detects the event and then generates a VRML event from the
isActive field of the TouchSensor. This event is routed to clicked field of Script node
(line 16) according to the specified routing (line 20). The Script node binds the red
sphere to ChangeColor. class (Figure C. 3) by using its url field (line 15). Then the
event is passed to ChangeColor.class. After completing some calculation in the
program, it generates an event (color) on newColor field of the Script node (line 17).
It is routed to diffuseColor field (line 21). Consequently, the sphere's diffuse color is
changed.
When the event is passed to ChangeColor. class, processEvent () method (line
16) is called with the event as an argument. In the method, a new color is set to the
reference to newColor field. The reference is gotten using getEventOut () in
initialize () method (line 13) that is called before any event is generated.
In addition to the VRML2.0's behavior mechanism, the CommunityPlace
system supports Java classes to enable to build multi-user applications. Its
fundamental function is to send messages to the CommunityPlace Bureau using
VSCP. The messages from other browsers appear on Script node's eventIn field and
it is also passed to the processEvent () method.

Figure

C. 3 Script to change
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a color of sphere
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